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The start of M&H
With this first newsletter, we set another step with M&H. This new
foundation started at the end of 2018 and aims to make the hobby
of the miniature (figure) more known again. By miniatures we mean
flat figures, model figures and toy soldiers. In all kinds of scales,
shapes and materials. With stories about miniatures and what
these miniatures portray, we will also inform people how history can
be very well represented. We mainly focus on European cultural
history. M&H also releases miniatures itself.
In the coming newsletters we will focus on our own releases, new
miniatures of others and current topics concerning our hobby.

Visit our website Miniatures and History

The first
series
It concerns 4 flat
figures. They represent
famous painters:
Rembrandt, Rubens,
Monet and Picasso.
These are 70 mm
figures, one-sided
engraved. Engravers
were Rolf Grunenwald
(Rembrandt) and
Thomas Urbaniak (the
other three). The
figures are €12.50
each. Prices always
without P&P. Ordering
is very easy in the shop
of our website.

Our Shop

Shows
With the Les Feles
show last week, the
show season has
started. This and next
month there are again
shows for model
builders (including
Goes, the Netherlands
23 and 24 February)
Collectors of 1/6
miniatures (Action
Figurado, 9 March).
Also the big toy soldier
fair in Nanterre (March
17) should certainly be
mentioned. For
information and many
more see our agenda.

Agenda

Miniatures
to come
If the engravers
succeed, there will be
this year another three
or four M&H series. A
next series will have
famous women as
subject. The first 54
mm 3D figures have
also been released.
They have the same
topics as our flat
figures. Next week a
3D miniature of Vincent
van Gogh will appear.
Do you have ideas for
figures yourself? Pass
them on to us and
maybe you will see
your idea in 2 or 3D!

Contact

Stories on our
website
There are now several stories on our
website in which miniatures play a certain
role. This can be the background for a figure
that we have released. There are also
stories about the history of certain brands,
makers, interviews etc. We will continue to
expand this part of the site. A nice example
of a short article with many pictures is about
toy soldiers on propaganda postards during
the 1st World War. You can find that article
here >>

An interesting
miniature
Our partner who makes the 3D figures came
with a nice 54mm figure set. It concerns
Corteze and the captured Montezuma.
Because these figures are not entirely within
our objectives, we have not included them in
our store. The price for both figures together
comes to about 38 euros. On the photo the
master. Please contact us if you are
interested, we can order the set for you if
you like.

The story of Elastolin
On our website are many, many weblinks.
Stores, museums, blogs and many suppliers
of various miniatures. Occasionally we
describe another website on the site.
Recently the website about plastic Elastolin
miniatures was completely revised. This site
is about the history of Hausser-Elastolin
miniatures from the sixties until the eighties
of the last century. For the toy soldier
collector certainly worth a visit. Elastolin >>
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